
The Federalism Debate:

A Set of Principles

by Ran Coble

Public interest blows hot and cold regarding
the concept of federalism. In the strictest

sense, federalism deals with the division of
powers between the federal and state govern-
ments, but the term is often used more
broadly-as in this article-to include state re-
lations with local governments as well. Feder-
alism was a hot topic in the early days of the
Republic in the 1780s, in the Reconstruction era
following the Civil War, and in the Roosevelt
Administration's response to the Great Depres-
sion of the 1930s. More recently, the debate
was sparked by the Reagan Administration's
new federalism of the 1980s. And now, the
fires have rekindled in the aftermath of the 1994
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elections that brought Republicans to power in
Washington and Raleigh.

Once again, leaders have begun promoting
federalism as a way to reduce federal spending
and shift the balance of power from the federal
level toward the state and local governments. In
the current debate, both Congress and state leg-
islatures are trying to unload their most expen-
sive programs on each other. For example,
many state officials advocate placing all of the
ever-increasing Medicaid costs in the federal
budget, while Congress contends that the states
should take total fiscal responsibility for welfare
programs such as food stamps and the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children. Conspicu-
ously absent from the federalism debate is a set
of principles that can guide officials in allocat-
ing responsibilities among the levels of govern-
ment. So, I pose the following questions as ways
to illustrate such principles.

A highway crew in Rocky Mount during the 1930s ,  when  the state
government assumed responsibility for most road construction.
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`It is one of the happy incidents

of the federal system that a

single courageous state may,

if its citizens  choose ,  serve as

a laboratory and try novel so-

cial and economic experiments

without risk to the rest of the

country."

-Louis  D. BRANDEIS,

FORMER U .S. SUPREME  COURT JUSTICE

Principles in Favor of Programs
Being Handled  by the Federal
Government

Is this a program which knows no borders
and thus cannot be provided in the varying

amounts the states and counties would offer?
This principle has dictated consistently that
defense be a federal program because the United
States cannot take the chance that military
protection might stop, for example, at the South
Carolina line. Environmental protection also
would seem more properly a federal concern
because the air and water in Tennessee today
may be found in North Carolina tomorrow.

Is the program one where national uniform-
ity is important or where some national

minimum of services is needed?  Groups such
as the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations and the National Governors'
Association have supported this principle in ar-
guing that welfare programs should rest at the
federal level in order to assure a minimum guar-
anteed income and to discourage recipients from
crossing state lines to receive higher welfare
benefits.

3 Is the program one of protecting citizens'
rights that are based in the United States

Constitution?  This principle serves to protect
certain rights, regardless of one's state or

county of residence, through the jurisdiction of
the federal courts. Minority races, women, per-
sons with disabilities, and others rely on this
principle in seeking federal protection of their
civil rights.

Is the program so costly that the ability to
raise revenue is a primary consideration?

Since the federal income tax is so much more
productive and flexible than state and local
sources of revenue, many programs automati-
cally get elevated to national stature because that
is the level of government best able to pay for
them. National health insurance seems to be one
such proposal.

Principles in Favor of Programs
Being Handled  by the State
Governments

Is the program one in which using the states
as laboratories for experimentation is

especially applicable?  This principle is ground-
ed in the fact that some programs are so new that
part of the legislative debate concerns whether
the program might work or how well. No-fault
automobile insurance and state lotteries, for ex-
ample, were tested first at the state level.

Is the  program particularly susceptible to
regional differences or conditions?  For

example, states seem better suited than the fed-
eral government to pursue economic develop-
ment programs because governors are more
likely to understand the changing industrial mix
of their regions. (Consider the changing impor-
tance of tobacco, poultry, hogs, textiles, furni-
ture, microelectronics ,  pharmaceuticals, and the
Global TransPark in North Carolina.) Unem-
ployment insurance is another program where
federal responsibilities might shift to the state
because regional and state employment condi-
tions vary so much.

7
Would the program be too expensive to run
if it were offered by  all local units ?  In other

words, do economies of scale argue against 100
universities or 100 rural health clinics in North

-continues
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Carolina? In the same manner, the number of
mentally retarded citizens may be too small in
some areas to justify having mental health
centers in'each county, so North Carolina has
opted for regional mental health programs and
a few state institutions.

8 Does the program need to be close to the
people because it affects basic rights or

property, but involves regulatory functions too
big for counties to handle?  Coastal area man-
agement is a good example of this principle.
Although strong local input is needed for this
program, the state should assume primary
responsibility to finance it as well as to guaran-
tee uniform standards among the 20 coastal
counties.

Principles in Favor of Programs
Being Handled  by Local
Governments

9 Is the program particularly susceptible to
different community standards or priorities?

Law enforcement and libraries are two examples
of programs that should be based with the coun-
ties or cities under this principle.

10
Is the program one where face-to-face
contact or administration is necessary?

Job training is an example of such a program
that has long been funded and administered at
federal and state levels but perhaps is best suited
to local government. Simply put, counties are
most familiar with the industries in their area and
the skills and educational levels of their citizens.

1 Since the counties are saddled with the1  least popular revenue source (the prop-
erty tax), should they be given programs that are
either the most popular or the most likely to re-
ceive public scrutiny?  Water and sewer services,
fire protection, and public health programs fall
into this category and are mostly handled at the
county level.
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Conclusion

Before asking such questions, however, it might
be best to consider the issue of privatization.
That is, are there certain roles that are beyond
the realm of government, or that the private
marketplace can handle better or share with
government? Warren J. Wicker of the Institute
of Government at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill writes that before
lawmakers allocate responsibilities among the
levels of government, they first ought to
consider the following questions: "Is the func-
tion one that should be performed by govern-
ment?" and "Is the function one that should be
performed exclusively by government, or is it
one that may be performed properly by the pri-
vate sector as well as by government?"'

Another point to consider is that programs
may shift from one level of government to
another, as illustrated by the development of
transportation systems in the United States. The
federal government had the primary responsi-
bility in the early years of each major mode of
transportation in order to create a national
network of railroads, interstate highways, and
air travel. Now, however, these transportation
systems largely have been deregulated, shifted
from the public to the private sector, or trans-
ferred from the federal government to the states.

One may disagree with some of the prin-
ciples or examples above. But without some set
of guideposts, the latest federalism debate may
be dictated by factors such as program costs and
what one level of government wants to unload
on another. The philosophical and economic
issues underlying previous federalism debates,
from the 1780s to the 1990s, can serve as a basis
for establishing lasting principles for today's
"new" federalism.
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